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QUESTION 1

In ArcMap, an ArcGIS user has turned off the display of only one table field in a layer attribute table. Now the ArcGIS
user needs to display all the table fields. 

Which two methods will turn on the display of the field? (Choose two) 

A. from Layer Properties, click the Fields tab check the hidden field in the "Choose which fields will be visible" list 

B. open the attribute table, click General tabular operations choose Turn on all fields 

C. open the attribute table right click any visible field choose Turn on all fields 

D. from Layer Properties click the Display tab choose Display all fields 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

An ArcGIS user wants to create a custom fill symbol to symbolize a forest area. The symbol will fill the polygon area with
a small abstract figure of a tree. 
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A. simple fill symbol 

B. 3D texture fill symbol 

C. gradient fill symbol 

D. picture fill symbol 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An ArcGIS user has City Points and Country Polygons feature classes and is selecting city points within a country
polygon. Starting with a country polygon selected which spatial query will select city points within the selected country? 
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A. select features from Country Polygons that intersect City Points 

B. select features from City Points that completely contain Country Polygons using the selected features 

C. select features from City Points that intersect Country Polygons using the selected features 

D. select features from Country Polygons using the selected features 

Correct Answer: C 



 

QUESTION 4

Which analysis method should be used to analyze traffic conditions over a given period of time? 

A. Proximity 

B. Overlay 

C. Temporal 

D. Statistical 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A contractor is hired to perform field data collection and to upload data to the enterprise geodatabase to synchronize the
edits. 

Which method of data distribution can be used to accomplish this? 

A. save to shapefile format and distribute 

B. export to ArcSDE XML replica and distribute 

C. export to PDF and distribute 

D. save to layer package and distribute 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A data frame in ArcMap is displaying layers from several different coordinate systems in a worldwide geographic
coordinate system. There are several geographic coordinate system transformations listed in 
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the Geographic Coordinate Systems Transformations dialog box. One of the transformations being used is inappropriate
and must be changed. 

How can the ArcGIS user change the transformation? 

A. open the Layer Properties dialog box for each layer using the transformation and change the transformation for the
layer 

B. select Transformations from the main menu in ArcMap and change the transformation for the map document 

C. open the Data Frame Properties dialog box and change the transformation for the data frame 

D. for each data source using the transformation change the transformation in the Catalog window and then reload the 



Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

An ArcGIS user wants to automate a process in ModelBuilder to determine the number of points that are located in
polygons. 

Which tool should be used for this process? 

A. Point Distance geoprocessing tool 

B. Spatial Join geoprocessing tool 

C. Select by Attributes ArcMap tool 

D. Intersect Points geoprocessing tool 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An ArcGIS user is identifying specific study areas to display in ArcMap that can be saved to an mxd file. Which
functionality in ArcMap allows the creation of the study area views? 

A. Generate Overlay 

B. Create Bookmarks 

C. Generate XY Area 

D. Create Area Overlay 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Using ArcCatalog, an ArcGIS user plans to use the Export to Geodatabase option to export a feature class with one
spatial reference into a feature dataset with a different spatial reference 

How can this be accomplished while maintaining the accuracy of the data? 

A. reproject the feature class then export 

B. export the feature class then reproject the output 

C. export the feature class and allow on the fly projection 

D. assign spatial reference of feature class to Unknown then export 

Correct Answer: C 



 

QUESTION 10

An ArcGIS user is trying to add data from an enterprise database to an ArcMap document but is unable to see any
feature classes in the database. 

Why is the ArcGIS user unable to add the data? 

A. A folder connection between ArcCatalog and the data location is missing 

B. The ArcGIS user has inappropriate permissions to access the data 

C. Another user has a schema lock on that database 

D. Another user owns the data in a public version 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

An ArcGIS user is exporting a feature class to an existing feature data set using the Export Data option from the layer
context menu in ArcMap. The feature class coordinate system differs from the feature data set coordinate System. 

What will be the coordinate system of the exported output? 

A. the same as the source feature class 

B. the same as the destination feature dataset 

C. the same as the source input layer 

D. the same as the source data frame 

E. the same as the destination geodatabase 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 12

An ArcGIS user is creating an attribute domain from values in a table using the Table to Domain tool. Which two fields
are required in the table to utilize this tool? (Choose two) 

A. a field containing descriptions for the domain values 

B. a field containing the code values for the domain 

C. a field containing range values for the domain 

D. a field containing metadata information for the domain values 

Correct Answer: AB 
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